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Introduction
Incremental sheet forming (ISF) is an advanced flexible sheet forming technology. In this process, blank sheets are peripherally clamped, and locally deformed into various component shapes by using a stylus-type tool that follows pre-described toolpaths. Comparing to conventional sheet forming processes such as deep drawing, higher process flexibility and enhanced formability can be achieved in the ISF process. Moreover, the ISF process could potentially reduce the production lead time [1] and costs as well as energy consumption and environmental pollution [2, 3] . This technology is particularly suitable for manufacturing of small batched, high value-added, customized sheet components in automotive, aerospace and biomedical manufacturing sectors.
In recent years, the ISF process has attracted ever increasing interests from both academic and industrial communities. Varies of ISF processes have been developed, such is single point incremental forming (SPIF) [4] , two-point incremental forming (TPIF) [5] and hybrid incremental forming [6] . These developed ISF technologies could overcome the challenges from the long forming time, uneven sheet thickness distribution and complex part geometry. However, due to the localized sheet deformation nature, the ISF process also faces other challenges, especially in fabrication of lightweight materials, such as limited formability, low geometric accuracy and rough surface finish. To overcome these problems, variants approaches have been developed to improve the formability, such as the multi-pass ISF [7] and double side incremental forming (DSIF) [8] .
However, it is still difficult to process light weight 'hard-to-form' sheet metals at room temperature.
A possible solution is to increase material formability by raising the forming temperatures.
Consequently, different hot ISF methods have been developed and these approaches are summarized as follows:
Convection: Ji and Park [9] took advantage of heat convection by using hot air blowers to heat magnesium AZ31 sheets in the ISF process. Various forming temperatures have been employed and the experiment results show that the forming limit increased as the forming temperature elevated. However, they also found that it was difficult to accurate control the forming temperature by adopting hot air blowers as the heat source.
Conduction: Ambrogio et al. [10] developed a heating system for forming the AZ31 sheets in the ISF process. In this system, a heater band was mounted at the external surface of the fixture. Other than the local heating approach, this technology has to globally heat the whole sheet during the forming process, which reduces the energy efficiency.
Radiation: Duflou et al. [11] proposed a laser-assisted ISF process. In this process, a laser beam is employed to locally heat the sheet. Göttmann et al. [12] also developed a hot ISF system by integrating a coaxial rotating optics to the ISF system. This laser-assisted ISF process has many advantages such as well controlled heating zone and temperature. However, the equipment cost is much higher comparing to other processes.
Friction heat: Otsu et al. [13] employed the frictional heat generated between the rotating tool and the static sheet to improve the material formability. Xu et al. [14] also investigated the influence of tool surface texturing on the formability in the frictional-stir ISF process. The friction assisted ISF approach is easy to implement. However, uncontrollable forming temperature and severe tool wear are two major challenges.
Electric heating: Fan et al. [15] proposed an electric hot incremental sheet forming (E-ISF) process. Ambrogio et al. [16] further investigated this approach by quantifying the heat supplement respecting to the forming parameters. Göttmann et al. [12] try to control the forming temperature by adjusting the input current. In the E-ISF process, surface finish and geometric accuracy are the two major problems due to the extreme high temperature at local area.
Combined electric heat and friction heat: Palumbo and Brandizzi [17] developed a process in which a static electricity heating was employed to pre-heat the sheets and localized friction heating was superimposed to further increase the temperature. A scaled automotive component in Ti6Al4V was successfully formed under an aimed temperature of 400 °C.
Comparing all the hot ISF approaches, the frictional-stir ISF and the E-ISF processes are more flexible with reduced equipment cost. However, E-ISF has wider process potentials than frictionalstir ISF because it is more efficient in heating, less dependent on component geometry and the temperature can be controlled by adjusting the input current [18] . Concerning the ISF researches, most of the E-ISF investigations were implemented based on the SPIF process. In SPIF, only one forming tool is employed, which only has limited process capability in further improving the existing problems. In recent years, the DSIF based E-ISF process, namely the electrically-assisted double side incremental sheet forming (E-DSIF), has been proposed. Cao et al [19] firstly proposed the combination of electricity-assisted forming and DSIF process. Meier and Magnus [20] presented a robot-based E-DSIF process, which demonstrated the feasibility of E-DSIF. Asgar et al [21] employed the electric plus other than the direct current in the DSIF process and successfully fabricate the titanium alloys. Although the E-DSIF process shows great potential, there is limited investigation due to a series of challenges, such as the rough surface finish and inaccurate part geometry. In addition, slave tool and sheet may lose contact in the DSIF process [22, 23] . This becomes a seriously problem in E-DSIF as electric current cannot pass through the too-sheet interface when losing contact occurs.
Concerning the challenges from surface finish, although roller-ball tool [24] with improve lubricant [25] has been adopted for the cold ISF process, surface finish is still a challenge in E-ISF due to its high forming temperature. This is especially true for E-DSIF process as the involvement of tool squeezing would significantly increase the contact pressure and result even higher friction.
In previous studies, some special lubricants, such as lubricant film of nickel matrix with molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) self-lubricating material, were introduced to the E-SPIF process [26] . Another possible approach is the employment of coating technology. Zhang et al. [27] improved the lubricant condition by employing the Nano-K2Ti4O9 whisker and the solid graphite powder-coated porous ceramic coating in the ISF process. Although the coating method is effective in reducing the tool-sheet friction, the surface preparation of blank sheet is timeconsuming and not available for manufacturing large-scale components. Further studies are needed to explore the possible solutions for the E-DSIF surface finish.
Concerning the improvement of geometrical accuracy, Tekkeya et al [28] presented a surface reconstruction algorithm to minimize geometrical deviations. Macari et al [29] suggested a few strategies to improve the accuracy including use of a flexible support, application of a counter force, backdrawing incremental forming and use of optimized trajectories. Han et al [30] considered the residual stress as a major cause of ISF springback. Ruszkiewicz et al [31] investigated the effect of part stiffness on the springback. These studies on geometrical accuracy are majorly based on the cold ISF process. In E-SPIF, this is even more complex due to the involvement of thermal effects in the forming process. Shi et al. [19] recently fabricated low carbon steel DC04 with 0.8 mm sheet thickness into a pyramid part with higher geometrical accuracy as compared to the case without electric heating. An optimized helical toolpath was developed to avoid discharge phenomenon which may lead to earlier abnormal failure. Ruszkiewicz et al [32] studied the effect of direct electric current on springback. At the meantime, the investigations and strategies on improving the geometric accuracy in the E-ISF is still limited, which is especially true for the advanced E-DSIF process.
The above literature studies summarize the E-DSIF challenges in both process implementation (such as losing contacts) and final part qualities of surface finish and geometric accuracy. Focusing on these challenges, this paper aims to enhance E-DSIF process capabilities through improving the contact condition, optimizing tool design/selection and developing novel forming strategies.
In this work, an improved E-DSIF system has been developed to ensure stable tool-sheet contact.
Based on this new system, the mechanism that causing the severe surface finish in the E-DSIF process is studied and the strategy to improve the surface finish has been proposed. In addition, the geometric errors in the E-DSIF process are quantified and a hybrid DSIF toolpath strategy is proposed to increase the geometric accuracy. Based on the experimental results, discussions on improving surface finish and decomposing geometrical errors are given. Conclusions are made for the developed reinforced E-DSIF system.
E-DSIF Experimental setup

E-DSIF principle and machine design
In the existing DSIF approach, industrial robots [8] , hexapods [33] , or in-house developed machines [22] have been employed to implement the DSIF process. The general concept of DSIF is shown in Fig. 1a , in which the sheet is deformed according to the motions of tools at both sides.
However, conventional DSIF approaches rigidly control the displacement of both master and slave tools, which may result losing contact between tool and sheet as shown in Fig. 1b . This is because there will be gap between slave tool and sheet due to sheet thinning and tool deflections. This gap may not be well predicted and compensation of this gap becomes extremely difficult. Ensuring a steady and continues contact between tool and the sheet is a key point in the successfully implementation of the E-DISF process. To overcome this problem, in this work, an improved DSIF process has been developed as shown in Fig. 1c . In the new development, the slave tool is supported by an air cylinder, which acts as a spring to ensure the contact between the slave tool and sheet. To implement the proposed principle, in this work, a horizontal DSIF machine with two forming tools at each side of blank sheet has been developed, as shown in Fig. 2a . In this machine, while the master tool is rigidly clamped and driven by the master XYZ linear motion unit, the slave tool is supported by an air cylinder to ensure the sheet and slave to contact. Fig. 2b shows the details design of the slave tool connected to an air cylinder. In the forming process, the sheet clamped on the sub frame will be deformed according to the movement of both tools.
(a) To achieve the E-DSIF process on the developed DSIF machine, varies of circuit connects may be employed as shown in Fig. 3 . In previous study, the Mode II connection is usually employed [20, 21] . In Mode II, electric current pass through both tools to generate a local heat zone around the tool-sheet contact region. However, in this way, the electric current will heat both tool bodies as well. The higher tool temperature may result lower tool stiffness, which may increase the tool deflection under forming load. In this work, an alternative solution of Mode I is employed. In Mode I, the electric current will pass through slave tool but not the master tool. In this way, no electricity will pass the master tool and only the slave tool is acted as an electron. Based on the proposed concept, the E-DSIF machine has been developed shown in Fig. 4 .
Fig. 3 Schematic of circuit connection in E-DSIF
This machine employed a 6-Axis PC-based control system from Power Automation to ensure the synchronized motion of master and slave tools. In addition, a direct current (DC) power supply with maximum current of 800A and voltage of 15V has been utilized to input specified energy to heat the materials. Both circuit connection modes illustrated in Fig. 3 can be employed in the developed system. To reduce the tool oxidation, high temperature nickel alloy GH4169 was employed as tool material. In addition, a thermal camera was employed to monitor the sheet temperature. To obtain the correct temperature value, the temperature range was set to correct values in the thermal camera software and thermocouple was employed to calibrate the thermal cameral. During the calibration process, the emissivity was adjusted to match the temperatures obtained in thermocouple and thermal cameral. In this way, the emissivity parameter can be determined can be determined and the thermal cameral can be calibrated before ISF experiments.
Fig. 4 Experimental setup of E-DSIF system
E-DSIF Toolpath
In the current study of the SPIF process, the forming tool follows a continuously helical path to deform the sheets from outside towards inside. To majors parameters, incremental depth Z and scallop height Sh are employed to control the interval between adjacent helical paths as shown in Compared to traditional contour toolpath, the adopted helical toolpath is able to avoid unexpected failure by eliminating the phenomenon of discharge in E-ISF, which also had been confirmed by Shi et al. [34] . Concerning the E-DSIF toolpath, as two tools are involved, a series of point couples has to be generated to represent the positions of the both master tool and slave tool centers during the forming process. In this work, the master toolpath that expressed by a series of point will be generated first. In the master toolpath generation, contours have been generated base on the designed part by using the z-height slicing method. These contours have then interpolated to helical toolpaths. The technical details can be referring to the Malhotra's toolpath generation algorithm [35] .
After generating the master toolpath, the corresponding position of slave tool can be determined by adjusting the vector between the centers of master and slave tools. As shown in Fig.   5 , the distance d between the master and slave tool center can be obtained by:
where M R and S R are the radii of master and slave tools, respectively. 0 t is the initial sheet thickness,  ranging from 0° to 90 is the wall angle of desired component at the contact point T, s is the squeezing factor ( 0 1 s ), and w C (=1 or 0) is a factor to determine whether the compensation of sheet thinning and squeezing are considered. 
where O and  O are the tools center position, which can be expressed by ( , ,
. n is a vector to represent the surface normal at the contact point, which can be expressed as ( n , n , n x y z ).
To further enhance the capability of DSIF toolpath algorithm, a shifting angle is proposed as shown in Fig. 5 . The range of a shifting angle is from 0 to  . Through this parameter a new normal vector  n can be obtained by rotating the original n by angle . The component of  n can be given by: n n n n n nn n n n n n nn n n n n
Using the updated normal with the consideration of shifting angle , the positions of slave toolpath  D O can be calculated by:
Using the above described approach, synchronized toolpaths can be obtained for the movement of master and slave tools.
The material and working temperature in the E-DSIF process
Thermal properties and electrical conductivity may have significant influence on the achieved temperature in the E-DSIF process. Materials such as aluminum alloys have low electric resistance, which require high electric current to achieve the working temperature. The high electric current may also generate heat in the tool, which significantly increases the tool temperature. In addition,
heat capacity and thermal conductivity may also affect the temperature increasing rate and temperature distribution. In this work, a commonly used 'hard-to-form' material, magnesium alloy AZ31B has been employed. The specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity coefficient and resistance of the AZ31B are 1.13 J/g ·°C, 83.9 W/(m · K) and 0.434 mΩ, respectively.
Concerning the material deformation in the ISF process, plane strain and biaxial stretching are two major deformation modes [36] . During the ISF process, sheet materials experience complicated deformation such as through-thickness shear, bending, stretching and cyclic loading [37] . Accurate determination of ISF working temperature is difficult due to the complex material deformation behaviors. Considering material formability, the working temperature range is studied by revisiting previous research on hot ISF of AZ31 sheets. Ji and Park [9] successfully formed a circular cup with a wall angle of 59° at temperature 150 °C. Ambrogio et al. [10] found that 45° truncated cone could be formed without failure at 200 °C. Zhang et al. [38] systematically investigated the influence of anisotropy of the AZ31 sheets and observed the maximum formable wall angles of these materials were over 60° at 250 °C. Taleb et al. [39] suggested that the formability of AZ31 significantly increased at 200 °C but would not further improve at an even higher temperature of 250 °C. Sy and Nam [40] found that the maximum formable wall angle (75°) could be obtained at 250 °C. These works suggest that the working temperature of AZ31 is about 200 °C to 250 °C. In this work, the lower bound of 200°C is employed as the higher forming temperature may bring more side effects such as poor lubricant condition and scratches on the softened sheet surface
The E-DSIF Forming process
In this study, AZ31B sheet with 1.4 mm thickness was employed and a 45° truncated cone shape with an initial fillet of radius 10 mm (Fig. 6 ) was designed to evaluate the capability of E-DSIF in enhancing surface finish and geometrical accuracy of formed components.
Fig. 6 A designed 45° truncated cone
In the E-DISF process, both master and slave tools as well as the sheet could be connected to form the electric circuit. However, if both tools are employed as the electrodes, heat will be concentrated at local forming area, which may cause excessive material softening. In this study, the circuit connection Mode I instead of Mode II (as shown in Fig. 1 ) was preferred to avoid the overheating. Table 1 shows the key process parameters used in the experiment. For both E-SPIF and E-DSIF, the feed rate was fixed as 800 mm/min, and no tool rotation was allowed throughout the forming process. To reduce the friction at the tool-sheet interface, ROCOL ® copper based antiseize compound was used to ensure better lubrication and conductivity between the forming tool and the sheet. The scallop height was fixed as 0.005 mm. In additional, the slave tool supported the sheets with a pre-set backing pressure of 0.1MPa during the forming process. This pressure would ensure the contact of slave tool and sheet but would not over squeeze the sheet. As shown in Fig. 7 , the truncated cone components were formed by using both E-SPIF and E-DISF approaches with the process parameters listed in Table 1 . heat loading is observed as the monitored temperature oscillates at the specific location. When the tool approaches the region where the specific point locates, the temperature at the point periodically reaches its maximum value in every pass. When the tool moves away to a next location 
after the temperature achieves its peak value of about 210 °C, the minimum temperature in the cycle can drop down to about 80 °C. This measurement suggests the unlike the single cycle of temperature raising and dropping in conventional hot stamping, cyclic temperature change exists in the E-ISF process due to its localized heating nature. In addition, this cyclic heat impact may results a different microstructure revolution in the forming process. As temperature rising up and drop down in very short period of time, there may not be sufficient time for recrystallization.
However, further studies are needed to confirm this argument in the future. 
Tool head designs and surface finish measurement
The preliminary study on temperature distribution suggests that maximum temperature occurs at the contact zone between sheet and the tool where the electricity applies. The high temperature and high contact pressure at the tool-sheet interface may cause scratches and result in rough surface finish. This low E-ISF surface quality has also been mentioned by Fan et al. [17] . To further investigate the surface finish issue in the E-ISF process, other than a rigid tool (RT) as shown in Fig. 9a , a roller-ball tool (RBT) (introduced by Kim and Park [27] ) were employed in this work as shown in Fig. 9b . This design was organically employed in the cold ISF process to improve the surface finish. In this work, the capability of this RBT is explored in the E-DSIF process and the influence of surface finish from tool design can be evaluated at elevated temperature. Using the microscope and the described measurement approach, the surface topography in initial sheet is given in Fig. 10 . As can be seen in the figure, the initial a S value of the original sheet surface is 0.721 m, which indicates very good surface finish. This value is employed as a reference for the comparison between the formed parts in the following sections. 
Investigation of surface finish in E-SPIF and E-DISF
Using the described approaches, the surface topography of E-SPIF and E-DSIF processes are compared as shown in Fig. 11 and 12. As shown in Fig. 11 , notable tool marks and the phenomenon of 'orange peel' were detected at inner and outer surfaces of the component formed in E-SPIF. The Comparing the inner surfaces between E-SPIF and E-DSIF, the one obtained by the roller-ball tool in E-DSIF is smoother with narrow and shallow tool marks (Fig. 12a) , and its measured average a S (0.941 m) decreases by 41.00%. Concerning the outside surfaces, the one obtained in E-DSIF (Fig. 10b) has a a S value of 5.187 m, which is slightly improved comparing to the outside surface but not as good as the inner surface in E-SPIF. As shown in Fig. 12b , considerable tool marks caused by electric discharge can be observed. The result indicates that although the free rotation of the roller-ball tool is regarded as a major advantage in improving the surface finish in cold ISF process, it does not always work well in E-DSIF: when the roller-ball tool is also worked as an electrode, the sheet surface quality decreases due to the occurrence of electric discharge when the current pass between the rotating ball and the sheet. 
Elimination of discharge phenomenon
In order to eliminate the electric discharge, a rigid tool instead of the roller-ball tool was employed as the slave tool in E-DSIF. In the new experiment, no discharge phenomenon was observed during the whole forming process. The obtained inner surface (Fig. 13a) displayed the same topography as the one shown in Fig. 12a . Concerning the outer surface as shown in Fig. 13b , no electric discharge can be observed and a much lower a S value of 1.381 m can be obtained. This is confirmed by the monitored temperature of the slave tool as shown in Fig. 14 , in which the temperature of slave tool continues to increase during the entire forming process. Therefore, the friction condition may be worsened when the temperature of forming tool is even higher than the sheet. In addition, the above result also suggests that although the rigid tool with sliding friction condition is employed, it will not cause the surface damage. This is because the slave tool does not take the major forming load and the corresponding contact pressure is much lower comparing to master tool. 5 The E-DSIF geometrical accuracy
Investigation of geometrical accuracy in E-SPIF and E-DSIF
Geometric accuracy is another challenge in the ISF process. To examine the geometrical accuracy, the symmetric cross section of formed components was scanned by using KEYENCE ® LK-G150 laser displacement sensor. The geometry of the formed components in E-SPIF and E-DSIF were compared to the nominal shape as shown in Fig. 15 . It can be observed that before the components reached the depth of around 7.5 mm, the produced shapes matched well with the desired shape in both cases. However, after this depth, a significant geometrical deviation can be observed due to the bending effect at the initial forming stage. As compared with E-SPIF, the maximum geometrical deviation in E-DSIF is reduced by 29.8 %, from 3.2 mm to 2.2 mm. This reduction mainly attributes to the support from the slave tool at outer surface. Although E-DSIF shows an enhanced capability on geometrical accuracy, the deviation is still considerable large. 
Fig. 15 Comparison of geometrical accuracy in E-SPIF and E-DSIF
A hybrid DSIF toolpath strategy
The result obtained in Fig. 16 suggests that the main shape deviation comes from the bending of sheet in the fillet area at the initial forming stage. This inaccuracy cannot be minimized by optimizing the forming parameters. Alternatively, direct modification of toolpath may have larger impact on the geometric accuracy. In this work, a hybrid DSIF toolpath strategy has been proposed as illustrated in Fig. 16 . At the initial stage, the slave tool acts similarly as the role of a backing plate in SPIF process. Only the master tool will move downward while the slave tool will remain at the same level in Z direction. In this way, the fillet can be formed with minimized bending effect and the corresponding shape deviation will be reduced. After forming the fillet, the two tools will move down simultaneously as those in conventional DSIF process. Using this strategy, the geometrical deviation caused by the bending effect may be reduced while the advantages of DSIF such as squeezing effect can still be maintained. The profile measurement in Fig. 17 confirmed that a more accurate geometry can be obtained by using the proposed hybrid DSIF toolpath strategy as compared to the one formed by using conventional DSIF toolpath strategy. The maximum shape deviation decreased by 30.16%, from 2.2 mm to 1.5 mm. In addition, it can also be observed that the maximum shape deviation did not occur at the region of side wall, but transferred to the flat surface of the formed component. A region with bulges was detected as shown in the figure. This phenomenon attributes to the higher backing pressure imposed onto the sheet by the slave tool during forming the fillet. The solution was to reduce the backing pressure as 0MPa in the forming of fillet, and then increase to the normal value in forming the inclined wall. Through this adjustment the bugle height reduced from 1.6 mm to 0.4 mm. The maximum geometrical inaccuracy at the side wall was 1.4 mm which was only 60.9% of the value obtained by using the conventional toolpath strategy.
Fig. 17
Improved geometrical accuracy by using hybrid DSIF toolpath strategy
Geometric error quantification
The results demonstrate the E-DSIF process provides an enhanced geometrical accuracy.
However, after unclamping and trimming, springback may also occur due to the release of residual stress. To further investigate the geometric deviations, the truncated cone parts fabricated by the E-SPIF process, the E-DSIF process and the Hybrid E-DSIF process have been measured after forming, unclamping and trimming stages. Fig. 18 compares the profiles of the parts after different states. As can be seen in Fig. 18b , the E-SPIF part shows the largest springback after unclamping, while those for both E-DSIF and Hybrid E-DSIF are much smaller. After trimming of flange, the parts continue to springback as shown in Fig. 18c . At the final state, the Hybrid E-DSIF parts suggested the smallest geometric deviation of about 1.0 mm comparing to the designed shape while To further investigate the geometric accuracy, the final geometric error (  final ) may be considered as a sum of shape deviations generated in forming, unclamping and trimming, which can be expressed as: where  c is the error measured when the formed components were still clamped on the frame,  uc and  t are the geometrical errors obtained from unclamping and trimming, respectively.
Using the measured profiles in Fig. 18 , the geometric errors of  c ,  uc and  t in each step can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 19 . As can be seen in Fig. 19a , after forming process, the E-SPIF process has the maximum error of over 3 mm, while that for E-DSIF is about 2 mm and that for Hybrid E-DSIF strategy is 1 mm. In the unclamping stage as shown in Fig. 19b , E-SPIF part has the largest springback of more than 1mm while the springback for both E-DSIF and Hybrid E-DSIF parts are less than 0.5 mm. In the trimming process as shown in Fig. 19c , similar to previous process, the E-SPIF part has the largest springback. The smallest springback comes from the E-DSIF part, where almost no springback can be observed in the trimming process. The final geometrical error is shown in Fig. 19d . For the E-SPIF part, as the springback in the unclamping and trimming processes occur at the opposite direction of the initial error, the initial maximum error was compensated by the springback and leaded to a reduced geometric error. For the E-DSIF part, as there is only limited springback in the unclamping and trimming process, the maximum final geometric error value is almost unchanged. Similarly, for the Hybrid E-DSIF part, the springback is limited and the maximum final geometric error value is almost slightly reduced to about 1 mm. This result not only confirms the improved geometric accuracy in the Hybrid E-DSIF process, but also provides a clear understanding on the geometric deviation in both E-SPIF and E-DSIF processes. 
The E-DSIF process
This work introduced an E-DSIF process for fabrication of hard-to-form materials by combining the double side incremental forming and the electrical-assisted heating method. The investigation conducted in this work reveal the complexity of E-DSIF process: The two tools will squeeze the sheet during forming process, which produces the squeezing effect. At one side, the squeezing effect would increase the compressive hydrostatic stress resulting in higher formability, and suppress the orange peel effect; on the other side, high contact stress may result in severe friction problem. This may be especially true when introducing the electric heat in which materials are softened under elevated temperature condition. Another notable effect is from the localized heating, cyclic thermal loading can be observed and the temperature varies all the time, which lead to even more complex material deformation behaviors.
The cyclic thermal loading and the squeezing effect in the E-DSIF are the two major differences comparing to conventional ISF processes. Although the thermal and the squeeze effects benefit the successful forming of AZ31 sheet with considerable geometric accuracy, the combined factors may also lead to bad surface finish and even tool damage. To overcome these problems, different forming strategies have been proposed including the selection of forming tools with corresponding current circuit connection and the hybrid forming approaches. Improved understandings are obtained during the investigation of the E-DSIF process. Comparing to the conventional E-SPIF process, the two-tool approach in the E-DSIF process has some advantages: the backing plate becomes unnecessary and the springback turns out to be smaller due to a different sheet deformation mode. Comparing to other heating methods such as laser assisted incremental forming, the equipment cost is much lower and the sheet can be heated at the same time as deformation without complex optical system. However, the E-DSIF method may be more suitable for materials with larger electrical resistance. Although material such as aluminum alloys can also be formed by using this approach, larger electrical current is required to heat up the sheet which is not energy efficient.
The E-DSIF Surface finish
Similar to the E-SPIF method, one challenges of the E-DSIF method is the surface finish. The squeezing effect and high contact pressure make it even worse. Solutions including improving the lubricant, such as lubricant film of nickel matrix with molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) selflubricating material [26] . However, this will increase the process complexity and pretreatment on sheet has to be performed before forming. Non-contact heating method such as laser may partly reduce this problem as the tool can be stay cooled to reduce the adhesion of material. For the E-ISF process, the electric current will pass and heat the tool. To overcome this problem, different forming tools and strategies have been employed to look for a solution. It was found that although the utilization of roller-ball tool is usually considered as a feasible way to improve the surface finish in ISF process, this research concludes that it cannot serve as an electrode because of the electric discharge due to unsteady contact. The electric discharge and the unsteady contact may be caused by following reasons:  The high temperature causes severe friction condition due to the evaporation of the grease in the lubricant.  Due to the uneven temperature and uneven thermal expansion, the dimension of ball may not fit the dimension of ball cap, which cause an unstable rotation condition. This was observed in the experiments.  The unstable rotation of ball may result an unstable contact between tool and sheet, which result the electric discharge.
In addition, the roller-ball tool is employed in this work is based on the conventional design.
This design may only take limited horizontal load. When fabricating parts with larger wall angles, larger horizontal load may occur and the design concept of obsolete roller-ball tool may be used to overcome this problem [41] .
This study suggests that the rigid tool is a more suitable option when the load is not too high.
The rigid tool could keep a stable contact condition between tool and sheet under high temperature.
In the E-SPIF process, as only one tool has to serve as both forming tool and electrode, high contact pressure and high temperature occur at the same point, which may reduce the surface quality and cause severe tool wear. In addition, 'orange peel' can be observed at outer surface of component, which results in rough surface topography. This effect can be avoided in E-DSIF by exerting pressure on the surface through the slave tool.
The E-DSIF process employs two forming tools to achieve better surface finish on both sides of component surface. In this way, separating the tool functions of taking forming load and serving as electric become feasible. Concerning the circuit connection (Fig. 3) , the investigation result suggests that Mode I is a better option in E-DSIF than Mode II. This is because in the Mode II current will pass and heat both tools and Mode I could avoid undesirable heat concentration on sheet and overheating of forming tools. Under Mode I connection, the roller-ball tool is employed as the master tool since it remains at a relatively low temperature with good contact during the forming. The rigid tool can be employed as the slave tool due to its good ability in maintaining a stable contact between tool and sheet. In this way, better surface finish can be obtained using the circuit connection and tool strategy. It is also worthwhile to note that there are also other modes with different combination of electric circuit connections and counter loads. This would result different sheet deformation behavior due to the change of stress state and forming temperature.
Further study is needed to fully explore the effects from electric connection and counter forces.
The E-DSIF Geometrical accuracy
Concerning the geometrical accuracy, the E-DSIF process provides greater possibilities in enhancing geometrical accuracy than the E-SPIF process. As the relative position between the master and slave forming tools can be varied, it offers higher degrees of flexibility in sheet deformation. In this work, the slave tool travels only in the horizontal direction without the downward movement and acts as a moving backing plate to suppress the geometrical deviation resulted from bending. After the forming of fillet, both forming tools will move down simultaneously as those in conventional DSIF process. In this way, the hybrid toolpath not only reduces the bending effect, but also takes the advantages of DSIF. It is worth mentioning that the backing pressure supplied by the air cylinder will also affect the geometrical accuracy. At the initial stage, the sheet has only limited stiffness. Lower backing pressure may be used to prevent the over bending of sheet. Subsequently, the backing pressure could be increased to normal value when the forming of fillet is completed to ensure the stable contact between tool and sheet. In addition, other type of tool path strategies such as a feature-based flexible toolpath strategy proposed by Lu et al. [42] may also be introduced in the E-DISF process in the future, which will make positive contributions in improvement of geometrical accuracy.
Concerning the source of geometric error, the error generated in the forming stage takes the largest percentage in this truncated cone case, reaches a maximum value of 3 mm in the E-SPIF case. The springback from unclamping could reach 1.5 mm while that from trimming is about 1mm.
Although the springback may be varied depending on the shape and the stiffness of the final part, the measurement suggests that the geometric deviation generated in forming plays a major role and minimizing this error would significantly benefit the overall geometric accuracy at the final stage. Another possible error source of E-DSIF is thermal expansion, due to the uneven temperature distribution and cyclic heating as shown in Fig. 8 , the sheet was undergoing cyclic expansion and contraction during the forming process. This may result even more complex geometric deviation and increased the residual stress. However, the experiment results in this work don't suggest significant geometric deviations due to thermal expansion. This may be because the forming temperature is not too high thus this effect is not obvious. Forming of titanium alloy at a higher temperature may tell a different story.
Another interesting finding is from the different springback behaviors between E-DSIF and E-SPIF strategies. As observed in Fig. 17 , larger springback can be observed for the E-SPIF part during unclamping and trimming process while those of the E-DSIF part is much smaller.
Considering that all the parts have similar shape and stiffness, the varied springback may imply different residual stresses resulted in the E-SPIF and E-DSIF processes: both E-DSIF processes may result in smaller residual stress than the E-SPIF process, which lead to the smaller springback.
This reduced residual stress may be caused by the additional material deformation due to tool squeezing. However, further study on direct measuring the residual stress may be necessary to confirm this point. The reduced springback may also benefit the improvement of geometrical accuracy: if the springback is smaller, it will be much easier to compensate that geometric error by modifying the toolpath to reach higher accuracy.
Conclusion
The present study further investigated the main issues of the E-ISF approach in fabrication of lightweight alloys and explored the feasibility of E-DSIF in improving the part surface finish and geometrical accuracy. Moreover, a hybrid DSIF toolpath strategy has been developed to further enhance geometrical accuracy. The key findings from this investigation are outlined as follows:
(1) E-DSIF shows greater advantages than the E-SPIF process as the forming tool functions of taking load and serving as electrode can be separated.
(2) Although the roller-ball tool achieves better surface finish under large forming load, it cannot serve as an electrode at the same time. The rigid tool is a better option for the slave tool in E-DSIF.
(3) The developed hybrid DSIF toolpath strategy provides a feasible approach to eliminate the geometrical deviation due to bending.
(4) E-DISF could reduce the springback of finished parts during unclamping and trimming stages.
